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Introduction . . 

The theory in which time is considered equally with space co-ordinate 

x as a three-dimensional vector P is a next step in a symmetri~ation of 

space-time properties which has been: begun by Poincare-Einstein. theory 

of relativity and was continhed .in Dirac, Fock, Tomonaga · ~nd other 

author's investigations (see paper [1] where more detailed"biblio~raphy 
is cited). Seve.rai physicists de_yeloped this theo:y _hoping to avoid in 

that way the earnest difficulties with Lorentz transformations peculia~: to 

tachyon models and, generally speaking, to any non-l~ca(theo~y [2- 4].· 

The p~sition of a body in six-dimensional world is determined by co-
and contravariant vectors . . . 

(:X)" = ( -x, ct)" (:X)" = (x; cif". 

The location of the body on its time trajectory can be characterized by· 

a scalar "proper time" t. However, if vector i is defined quite uniquely, 

the_ quantity t can be determined in two different. ways: as a length of 

- the trajectory from a point Mo . 
t = rM, Iii= JM .jdt~+ dt~ + dt~ = 

}Mo }Mo . . 

e [ 3 ] 112 . fe ~(dt;(~)/d~)2 . ,il~; 

where~ is a parameter (see Fig.l), or as the difference ofthe distances 
- ' ' . ' 

from. a co-ordinate or~gin 

id .= I!~ dtl = lt(M) - t(Mo)l· 
1 Here and in what follows vectors in x- and ·t-subspaces ar~ denoted, respectively, 

by bold face and by a "hat":· Six-dimensional vectors will be de~oted at once by· bol~ 
'face. and the "hat". In manuscripts it is convenient to use the notations iii, X and x.· We. 

shall also suppose that the latin and greek indices take values k = 1, ... , 3, I'= 1, ... , 6). 
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Figure 1: Two \vays to determine the proper time interval between events 

Mo and :M: along the trajectory or as the difference o{ the event distances 

from a co-ordinate origin. 

Obviously, {d ::; t and 

· dtd = dlil = tidii/lil = idi = Iii cos<p;· • 

where <p is the angle between the vectors i and di. 

In what foll~ws we shall use .dt = ldil, i. 'e. measure the proper time 

increment along the trajectory i.' As a par.amete~ (, we choose the time 

t itself, then the trajectory i(t) is determined by the unit vector f(t) = 

dtjdt. When body movement is radial in t-subspace f = ijt =canst. 

Directions of time 

Ba~ing on the above mentioned definition of time multi-dimensionality, 

we shall suppose that our . theory ariswers two cardinal requireme'nts: 

Lorentz invariance _and time irreversibility. So as ~he first one was 

minutely discussed in papers [4 - 7], let us confine oneself by a con-
sideration of ti~e directions. . 

· The irreversibility of time, i. e. the impossibility to reproduce any 

event in all its details backward in time is a direct consequence of an . - . 
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inexhaustibility .of inner and outer intercoiu:iectio~s of every material 

object. Namely this property of Nature but not •anyone specific-time 

non-invariant process is a cau~e of the invariant "timearr()W". As a rule, 

an amount of final states in destructive processes is always.greater than 

a number of states creating by a regularity, therefore, an evolution of the 

system (its. time arrow) directs to an increasing of chaos. A punctual 

repetition.of all alterations of the system is possible only in an approx

imate theories taking into account a finite number of parameters; Only 

such theories,are T-invariant what; however, comes never true in,the real . 

world where one can find in every process a preceding cause and its more 

late in time effect. On philosophical level itis formulated· as the principle· 

of causation (of retarded causation, more precisely [8]); 
Several elucidation of time irreversibility must been added in the case 

of elementary pa~ticle interactions which possesses a high symmetr)' with 

respect to a change of time direction .. Some authors (see, for example, 

the books [9.10]) conclude on these grounds. that the -time irreversibil~ 

ity is purely macroscopic property arising in a process of averaging of 

T-invariant microscopic events: .One must notforget, however, that our 

description of elementary processes demands to take into account macro~ 

scopic surroundings. This circumstance is reflected yet in a notion oft/J

function itself. When, describing elementary processes, we attract oneself 

'away from a consideration of accompanying time irreversible alterations 

of the macroscopic, large scale surroundings, it means only a some ideal: 

ization, an approximate excising of important for us. phenomena from an 

extremely complicated background of unessential details. One can sa):' · 

that T~i~variance is peculiar to physical laws b~t not to re~lity,it~elf. 
Basing on the mentioned material cause. of the time irrev~rsibility, 

on~ has to admit that this property must be trl).e for any time directi~n, 
i. e. projections of all tiinetrajectories on the axes ti must·be alV:..ays 

' . 
·positive£ 

f = dijdt ?. 0. (1) ' 
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Particularly, in the two~dimensional case the t-trajecto~y of every body 

must pass on from the third angular quadrant t~ the first one. So, the 

observer moving al~ng some 'trajectory i c<l:n describe events by means of 

the measured along this trajectory one_-dimensional "proper tiine" t since 

the last one can be used as a parameter defining the vector function i(t). 
From the cosmologiCal point of view such conditions are equivalent 

. to a supposition an existence of some preferred C'relict") reference frame 

("the time arrow" in one-time case) fixed. by an event order which was 

set up at first moments after creation of our universe [11]. The use of 

other co-ordinate systems turned with respect to the relict one makes 

. sense of a formal renumbering of time co-ordinates just' as . an. inverse 

time reading which we use some time in our everyday practice. It is 

important, however, to note that the proper time measured along the 

t-trajectory in the direction of the body motion remains-always positive .. 

·.·As an inflati<;m swelling· of the universe violated a space-time co

ordination of its remote regions (during the superluminal inflation there 

is no point in a notion of the co-ordinate system), these regions can 

possess the own relict reference -frames and exist in a times ·which are 

different from ours.· However, due to a great space between such parts 

of the world, a chance to meet any body with "not our" time trajectory 

is as small as a chance to discover a relict magnetic pole (if only such 

bodies are not' created anywhere inside our part of the universe). 

Velocity in six-:-dimensional- space-time 

Like the usual one-time theory where every space vector'x determin

ing a b~dy position is a function of the' time variable t, let us consider 

each vector '~ of the six-dimensional theory as a: function of a tliree

dimensional·v~riable i. At this point we ~ee that ti~e (a characteristic 

of any alter~tion) is, as before, singled out in comparison with the space · 

co-ordinates and the complete space-time symmetry fails. 
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.. Defining the velocity, one must take • into • account that a body 

t:trajectory is also tim~dependent, ·and _'therefore, instead of three

dimensional velocity v we must consider a 6 x 3 matrix with elements 

· . T · T "' V~'k = (dxkfdt;,cdtk/~!;) = (vk,CTk) .jr; =Vk/r;, . (2) 
) . 

where V is the six-.dimensional derivative with respect to the body proper . 

timet. This derivative is exa~tly equal to the velocity along t-trajectory 

f: 

dx · ·· -. A ·· ax.- A· 

-A = -(f'\l)x :::':: Tj- = V, 
dr oti -· 

(3) 

where V = (-of ott. -fljot2, -ojat3 ) is the time analog of three

dimensional space operat~r V taken with the opposite sign. 

The relation (3) is a particular case of the more general expressions. 

for a total time derivat~ves d~termined by a. ch~nge at the· considered 

point VA( :X) and a change due to a displac~ment to another point along 

the trajectory i(t): 

A dA(x) dA(x) 
r--=--

di dt ' 
(4)' 

, dAd( :X) = { lini [A( :X+ -v~t) '7 A{x)J/ ~t} ~ . 
t . .O.t-+0 

dAfdv+ dAjdf = -(vV)A, (5) 

where six-dimensional operp.tor V = (V,-V/c), the scalar product 

vV = vV- vV and the obvious equality di = fdt- is taken into account. 

At the some time one has . to. bear in mind that the quantities V;j . . ~ . . - . . 

defined by therelation (2) could be named velocities only very re!ative 

since at a fixed value ofi they do not possess: properties of a vector. For 

instance, it is seen from (2) that 

v? = (l::: V;jTj ?, =I L v?i . (6). 
j j 
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Only the summary quantities v; are components of a vector ( v2 = L,i ~?). 
If we notice now that a differential of the squared length iri the six~ 

dimensional space-time 

ds2 = c
2 {dt)2

- (dx)2 = c2(dt? [1- _!_(dx)2
] = dt2 h\ · (7) 

. · c2 dt 

~here 1 = [1- (vfc) 2 ]112
, then the velocity vector can be written inthe 

covariant forin .. 
ii = dxfds = 1 dxfdt = 1v. (8) 

As in the one-time case the scalar product 

112 = 1 2.y2 = 1 2( c2f2 _ v2) (9) 

and ·a light wave front has always the spherical form:. 

I).6.xr- c
2.6.tr) = .6.t2 2:=<v?- c

2
r

2
) = .6.t2(v2

- c
2).=·o. (10) 

In any direction .of t-subspace the body speed does n?t exceed the light 

velocity: jv;il = lv;r;j ~c. 
If a matrix Vij is known, it is not difficult to calculate the position 

. . '\ 

vector of the body moving along a trajectory f(t): 

) · 1 dx; A 1 · .· x;(t = -A dt =. V;jdt; = 
. -r(t) dt -r(t) 

lt V;jTj(t)dt = lt v;(t)dt. 
to to . 

(11) 

The body space displacement (the length.of its space ·trajectory) , 

l
t 3 t 

S{to, t) = to {_f; [v;j~t)ri(t) ]2
}

1
/

2 =: 1
0 

v(t)dt. . (12) 
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It 'is very important to 'emphasize that the body speed v is defined 

with respect to an increment .6.t along the time tr~jeCtbry £: If it is un-

known and an obser~er takes advant~ge of his proper time .6.td = .6.t cos 0 ;· 
then the quantity v = .6.xf fj.td = v /cos 0 defined in this' way may. turn 

out to be greater than the light velocity. In this case the body be- · 

haves from· the observer's viewpoint like a tachyon. For example; by . . 

0 ~ 1r /2 it passes practically instantaneously finite distances. and "grows 

old" straight away~ However, as it was shown in papers [4~ 7], Lorentz . 

transformations depend on.v but not on vd = dxfdtd, therefore in the 

multi-temporal world no acausal effects can be observed by transforma

tions to moving reference frames in contrary to true tachyons which, as, 

it is judged by th~ observer, travei in. the new frairte back~ards in time.· 
'I : < ' , 

In other words, if some day experimentators discover faster-than-light 

bodies it will not be obligatory connected with a violation of causality 

but can indicate on the multi-dimensionality of our world. Particularly, 

if because of some ~~k~own now reasons the surroundi~g us region of the 

universe is ~n ,~·isla~d" of ano;ne-directed time differing from the "ti~e
arrows" of its adjacent parts, inen superlu1Tlinal astrophysical phenomena 

have to be observed for very distant cosmic objects 2 • · .• ·• 

· One would hope to bypass the difficulties with the an~biguity of veloc

ity determination by using the so-called radar method which is .based on· 
' . ... ' . ' . . .· 

measurements of a time delay of the radar rays reflected by the moving 
' . . . . ' 

body with respect to the moment of their emission. However, the result 
• ~ • ; • • • ' • - 0 - '; 

. is found to be in this case also ambiguous, since the formula used for. 

the calculation of thevel~city depends' on'the'timetrajectmy.in~iination 
(p [i3]. ' . . . . ; . . . 

Propagation of signals 

Though all relations are in the multi-time world causal, they are 

2Such phenomenaare observed indeed, however, for. the time being one tu~ns out 

to interpret. the~ all as optical illusions. 
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Figure 2: At a moment to a ~plitting_of time tra}e~tori~s of the, observer 

i and a luminous body f occurs. After that (t > to) the b~dy becom~s 
invisible. · · · 

rather specific in comparison with the.one-dimensio~al ones. In our world 

luminous bodies remain visible all time while they emit light whereas in 

the multi-temporal case their luminescence is seen, as a rule~ ~nly in ~orne 
restricted· time· interval. For example,· if owing to the force of some cir

cumstances a splitting <;>fa parallel to the relict axis it time trajectory of 

a motionl,ess in ~-subspace lu~inous body and the obser_ver's one occurs 

suddenly (Fig.2), then the body becomes in a moment in ,visible because 

it occur~ at once in the future with respect to the observer. 3 

The body can remain visible for some time after the splitti.r:g only if 

the observer's t~ajectory ha~_some inclination() with respect tothe relict 

time axes [14]. One can see fro~ the Fig.3, that the durati?n of observing 

luminescence when the emitted light spreads in the plane (tb t 2 ) from the 

3 Such a behaviors of a luminous body is observed only if time irreversibility is 

taken into account. In other case the body losing little by little its lustre.( displacing 

into infrared region) remains visible some time even after the splitting [12,13]. 
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past to the future 

T = (tJ- tc) = (tJ- tp)- Rfc = 

R(sin(: +0) _ 1) 
C ,Slll<p . . (13). 

Here tc is the time of the splitting, tp is the observer's proper time when · 

the light trajectory becomes parallelto the relict axes it. When t > tf 
the time light signal propagates backward in titne t 2• R is the constant 

distance between the light source and the detector. <pis the angle between 

i and f, 0 is the angle of observer's traj~ctory with r~spect to the axis 

it. 

In a more general case when the luminous body time trajectory in

tersects the observ~r's trajectory (at the. mpment t = tc, see Fig.J) ·the . 

observer sees the luminescence in an interval from t f when he fixes the 

ray emitted at right angle to the axis it up to the moment_of the last 

visible signal arrival i J· Fori < ts. the body is too re:q1ote in the past.and 

the connection with it is possible only by, the heip of subluminal signals 

(v <c). 4 The rays emitted at i >i1 can n~t be observed owing to the 

causality priJ1ciple. In that way, the duration of the visible' luminescence 

expressed throughout the ob~erver's proper tim~.' 

· T :=if- is ~ (iJ- ic) + (i~- is) = 

Rsin(~ + 0) [1+ cot(<p +OU ~ 
c sm<p . 

Rfc<p • when· <p·,o ~ 1, 

(14) 

(15) 

Here, as in (13), <p is the angle bet~een the trajectories, 0 is the an

gle between the observer's trajectory and the it-axis, leis the time of 

trajectories intersection. (In order not· to complicate our consideration, 

4 Particularly, if sound signals are used, they, obviously, must be emitted at the 

moment t. = t 0 jc. where c. is the sound speed. Only in this·case the sound has time 

to reach the observer. 
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Figure 3: At an observer's proper time tc the luminous body time tra

jectory f is splitted off from the inclined observer's trajectory i. The lu

minescence is seen in the interval ts +t1. Light spheres (i- f) 2 = (Rfc) 2 

from which at different times t the observer can receive signals are dot

ted.- The dotted lines ~ith arrow show the trajectories of th~ first and 

last visible signals [14]. 
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we confine oneselfby a case when the luminous body and observer's, . . . ' ~ - - . 
trajectories are disposed on the same plane and the axis t 3 can_ not be 

mentioned). 

The intersection time measured by means of an "abs'olute clock" of 

the relict reference frame T1 = T cos()_ and for the observer: moving along 

the axis it 
R - -

T = - [1 + cot(ip + 9)] 
c 

(16) 

Because the duration of an influence of one body on an other is propor-

tiona! to their separation, an interaction time of nearly plac;ed ;bodies , 

is equal practically to zero, i. e. they "see" each other only an instant 

when their trajectories are intersect and a communication of these bodies 

is possible only with the lielp ofsubluminal signals. 

An inclination of a body time trajectory with respe~t to the obs~rver's 
one turns out qui~kly the body from the observer's field of vision even -

if the lu~inous body is removed on a comparatively large, macroscopic 

distance. _For example, if R = im then a motionless in x-subspace light 

·source with the inclination cp = -1', 1°, 40° remains visible, respec~ 

tively, durihg io-s, '4.10-7 , • 2~-10..:. 5 s, i. e. the light sou~ce becomes 

practically at once in~isible. Only very remote cos'n~ic objects can shine -
~ . . . 

for a long time.' 

One can show that a observed light frequency V 0 = v cos 'ljJ where 'ljJ is 

the time dependent ~hgle 'between the t~tr~jecto~ies of th_e- observer -and 

the observing light ray. Therefor~, Doppler shift 

z = [cjv cos .,P -· cfv] f(c/v) '= ll/ cos '1/J- II '(17) 

' ' ' 
decreases at first up to the value z = 0 at the trajectory intersection 

• > • • • >- ; • '. ~ • • • • ~ • ~ ' 

moment and after that increases up to the initial value z = 1/ cos 0-. 
1 [12,13]. ' ,' 

It can happen that lightsource and observer's time_ trajecta'ries are 

parallel to eachoth~rb~·t are displaced ~n so~e int~r'val ; (Fig.4): The 

lumhiou~ body is invisible if it~ distanc~from the observer R < T /~sin 0. 
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Figure 4: The observer's time trajectory i and the traje~tories .of light 

sou~ces are parallel each other. The light sphere (i- f) 2 = ?(RJc)2 ~nd 
the light signals receiving by the observer are dotted. 

The luminescence of very remote bodies, as ~n the one-dimensional case, 

are obs,erved practically during infinite time. 

_ As we see, in a multi-time world there is a plenty of time displaced 

invisible bodies around any ob;erver. In thfs respect s-uch a world is like 

a hypothetical world of tachyon theories where part of material objects 

.is also inaccessible for observation [15]. In both cases th~ past andthe 
future co-exist, in fact, wi-th th,e present. One. can suppose that an in

tersection of t-trajectories of bodies a space distance between which. is 

smaller· than their dimensions must result in their destruction. 

A duration of the visible luminesce~ce of a moving in x-subspace 
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light source depends on a· value and a direction of its velocity, however, 

qualitatively the picture remains' the same as in the considered static 

case. Particularly, if the observer's t-trajectory coincides with relict axis 

tl _and the light source moves in X-subspace with zero impact parameter 

, (a head-in-head collision), then th(duminescence becomes visible from a 
moment 

R,. (Rc ·) . is=-. tancp = -+ fJts tancp, 
c c . 

{18) 

where R,. ~ R(ts) is the distance of the luminous body from the detector 

at the moment t,., Rc is the re~pective distance at th~ moment of their t

trajectories intersection (t = 0), cp is the angle between these trajectories 

(Fig. 5A); fJ = vfc is the relativevelocity of the luminous body., Solving. 
this equation, we obtain 

. Rc/c t,. = . 
tan cp....: fJ 

. (19) 

If at t = 0 the source-arid the detector draw together and_ the velocity . . . . 

fJ is small ({J < tan cp, Fig.5A ), then the luminescence is seen in an 
' ' ' ~ 

int~rval from t,. up to tf = Rcfc: 

I,. 

T = Rc [1 + 1/(tan cp ~ fJ)]. 
' c ' . 

(20) 

, By increasing of ~he yelocity (fJ ~tan cp) this interval stretches. over all . 

left half-axis from t,. = --:00 up to t1. In the case ~hen at the moment 

t = 0 the light source mov:es off from the detector and i~s veloCity f3 '< 
tan cp the luminescence is oBserved, as b'efore, in the interval from ts ti_l) 

to t 1. However, whert {3 ~ tan cp (Fig .. 5B) one 1llore int~rval of the visi~le · 
luminescence beginning at ts = --:-oo springs up 5 • ' - . . . 

The asymmetry of tlle cases of' ~pproaching and· moving off light -

s~urce is. stipulated by the-_ detector asymmetry with respect to signals · 

5It is clear, if the ohservation begins at t > t. then luminescence duration-is smaller 

and, by t > t 1 the light ~o.urce remains generally invisible. 
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Figure 5: · The bold tracks of the axis t 1 are the intervals of visible lu

minescence of a moving light source; The moment of time trajectorieS 

intersec;tion is chosen as t = 0. · The observer's light spheres are dotted: 

Incase A at t = 0 the luminous body with velocity {3 < tan c.p comes near 

to the observer. In case Batt= O'the luminous body with large ~elocity 
{3 >tan c.p moves from the observer [14]. 
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from the past and the future: If we do not take this circumstance into 

account, weobtain the expressions forT, calculated in ·p,apers [11,12] 6
: 

As we do not encounter an appearance of material objects "from 
- - . . 

anywhere" or their disappeara.rice "in nowhere" ,one may be sure that 

the time trajectories of all surrounding us bodieS areextremely clo~e to 

e,ach other: ( c.p = 0). In particular, the fact of our Sun exi;tence duridg 

some milliards of years proves that a deviation of Sun and Earth time 

trajectories is smaller than a milliardth part of angular second and, in . 

any case, they are far from the intersection point tc where himinescence 

anomalies equid be observed even by very small angulll:r deviation. Bound. 

· systems can exist a long time only when their t-trajectorics are parallel 

to each other. 

I 

I~ conclusion I wish to thank my colleagues B. F. Kostenko, A. B. 
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EaparneHKOB B.C. 
PacnpocrpaHeime cHrnanos B npocrpaHcTse 

CMbi.cn noHgTH~ cKopocTH B ··rnecTHMe 
npOCTpaHCTBeHHbiX H BpeMeHHbiX KOOpJUll 
nepe)la'IH JimpopMaUHOIIIIbiX. CltrHaiJOB; flc 
'IHHHOCTH (3anpeTy nepeJJ,a'IH. HllcpOpMaum 
CHrHanaMH OKa3biBaeTcg B03MO)I(HbiM flHlllb 
KopoTKHX speMeHHbiX HHTepsanax. Pace! 
·H~6niOJJ,aTeng cB~Tgmeecg Teno KaK 6hi Bhn 
HC'Ie;3aeT «B HHKyJJ,a». To, 'ITO B oKpJ)I(a!Orn 
He Ha6niOJJ,aeTCg, • roBOpHT 0 TOM, 'ITO Bpi 
HanpasneH. · 

PaooTa BbmonHeHa 8 Jl_a6opaTopHH.IihilJ 
0115111. . 
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Barashenkov V.S. 
Propagation of Signals in Space with Mull 

The consept ofvelocity in six~dimensic 
and time co-ordinates is discussed in. a con 
of signals. It has been found that owing to 
of transmission of ariy information in th 
of-signals are possible only inside restrictec 

, A luminous body considered· in the obse 
any~here» and then disappears <<in- nm 
are not observed in a surrounding us part c 
in this region in single-directed. 
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